2008 vw jetta vacuum pump

Parts Geek features the vacuum pump for your Volkswagen Jetta model. As an important
vehicle part, the vacuum pump helps your brakes secure maximum performance. They also help
them effectively stop as well. Over time, brake seals can dissipate due to common wear and
tear. This results in lesser vacuum, which leads to stalling and even failure. With the vacuum
pump, however, you can easily restore functionality and performance. The vacuum pump is
available for models that entail 1. Whether you simply need the part or the kit, PartsGeek. If
opting for the replacement kit, you can secure diaphragms, seals, and essential pump gaskets.
Parts Geek also offers vacuum pump repair kits for new and existing Jetta owners too. For
timely parts and shipping discounts, visit PartsGeek. They are available for the following
Volkswagen Jetta years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09,
08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, This part is also sometimes called
Volkswagen Jetta Vacuum Pumps. Mine is a 04 Jetta. No need to do this twice. Oil leak solved!
The part arrived in just days of placing the order. I replaced the pump with this OEM part
without a single issue. Parts Geek is my new go-to parts source. There is a video on utube on
how to replace this without separating transmission. Part worked great and hopefully will last,.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support
ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product.
See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure
PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Replacement
Vacuum Pump. Product Note: Vacuum Pump -- 2. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Pierburg W Vacuum Pump. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Pierburg 07K H Vacuum Pump. Dorman Vacuum Pump. Package Contents 1 Vacuum Pump.
Features: Matches the fit and function of the original equipment pump to restore operation of
vacuum-operated functions Made of quality materials to ensure reliable performance and a long
service life Original Equipment Quality Try-on tested to ensure a quality fit. Features: OE Style
for easy replacement and fitment Tested to ensure proper fit and trouble-free performance. A
vehicle's vacuum pump is in constant use, which means that it is likely to experience complete
breakage or some mechanical failure when the vehicle uses a diesel engine. The most common
causes of a failing or failed vacuum pump include worn or damaged vacuum hoses, electrical
problems inside the unit and broken belts. On gasoline-powered vehicles, the vacuum pump is
like to affect the emissions or exhaust system. If you do not maintain it properly, it can lead to
serious damage to components of the cylinder head. Symptoms of a Bad Vacuum Pump If your
car's vacuum pump is faulty or damaged, there are symptoms that will arise, indicating that you
need to get your vehicle serviced immediately. Be aware of these signs so that you can quickly
fix the problem before more damage can be caused and you end up with costly repairs. Poor
Fuel Efficiency: When there is a vacuum leak, the most common causes are broken vacuum
hoses, non-functioning vacuum pump or faulty connections. If you listen very closely, you can
sometimes hear a hissing sound that indicates a vacuum leak. However, loss of or reduced fuel
efficiency is the most common way to detect a bad vacuum pump. Burnt fuel gets built up and
the new fuel fails to burn as efficiently. This also reduces engine performance. Whether you
have a gasoline or diesel engine, get your vacuum hoses, pump and engine inspected if you
notice poor fuel efficiency. Difficulty Pressing Brake Pedal: This is a common sign of a bad
vacuum pump in diesel engines, especially on larger dual-tire configured rear-wheel drive
trucks and diesel semi-trucks. When the pump starts failing, less suction is produced, meaning
that it cannot provide pressure to the brake master cylinder and additional pressure inside the
brake lines. The lack of pressure in the braking system eventually works its way to the pedal,
making it hard and difficult to press down. Other Warning Signs Apart from the two mentioned
above, there are other warning signs that indicate a bad or damaged vacuum pump. First is oil
leaking under the engine's side. A VW Beetle vacuum pump leaking oil is an example. Another
sign is an AC unit that stops functioning without warning. If you notice these problems, you
should immediately get your car to a certified mechanic and get your vehicle checked out
thoroughly. Chances are that you require a Volkswagen vacuum pump repair or replacement.
This estimate does not include fees and taxes. Make sure that you get top-quality parts for your
vacuum pump replacement to ensure optimum performance and durability. If you need a VW
Jetta 2. We offer a wide array of top-of-the-line parts and accessories for all makes and models
at the most competitive prices. Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Volkswagen
Jetta. Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Volkswagen Jetta. Catalog: G. Catalog: B. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: S. Shipping was very fast, and the product description was clear so I knew exactly
what gasket was compatible with. Will definitely do business with again! There is a video on
utube on how to replace this without separating transmission. Part worked great and hopefully
will last,. Oil leak solved! The part arrived in just days of placing the order. I replaced the pump
with this OEM part without a single issue. Parts Geek is my new go-to parts source. Skip to

main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: ABS Cable Harness. ABS Control Unit. ABS Ring.
ABS Speed Sensor. Booster Check Valve. Booster Gasket. Booster Vacuum Hose. Brake
Adjusting Screw. Brake Anti Squeal Paste. Brake Bleeder. Brake Bleeder Screw. Brake Bleeder
Screw Cap. Brake Booster. Brake Booster Line. Brake Caliper. Brake Caliper Bolt. Brake Caliper
Bracket. Brake Caliper Carrier. Brake Caliper Carrier Bolt. Brake Caliper Guide Pin. Brake Drum.
Brake Dust Shield. Brake Fluid. Brake Hardware Kit. Brake Hose. Brake Hose Lock. Brake Light.
Brake Light Bulb. Brake Light Switch. Brake Master Cylinder. Brake Master Cylinder Bleeding
Tool. Brake Master Cylinder Reservoir Grommet. Brake Pad Set. Brake Pad and Rotor Kit. Brake
Parts Lubricant. Brake Pressure Switch. Brake Reservoir. Brake Rotor. Brake Rotor Set. Brake
Rotor Set Screw. Brake Switch Harness. Brake Vacuum Pump Gasket. Caliper Bolt. Caliper Bolt
Kit. Caliper Bracket Mounting Bolt. Caliper Bushing. Caliper Guide Pin. Caliper Pin Boot Kit.
Caliper Piston. Caliper Repair Kit. Disc Brake Caliper Seal Kit. Disc Brake Kit. Disc Brake Pad
Installation Kit. Parking Brake Bracket. Parking Brake Cable. Parking Brake Cable Bracket.
Parking Brake Switch. Power Brake Booster Line. Power Brake Booster Seal. Power Brake
Booster Vacuum Pump. Stop Light Switch. Wheel Cylinder. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body
Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive
Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware.
DIY Solutions. Original Equipment. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement
Vacuum Pump. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product Remark:
4-Cylinder Engine. Pierburg Vacuum Pump. Pierburg W Vacuum Pump. Product List Price:.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Image is not vehicle specific. Pierburg 07K H
Vacuum Pump. Notes: Vacuum Pump -- Also use Qty. Pierburg 06D H Vacuum Pump. SKP
Vacuum Pump. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Tested to ensure proper fit
and trouble-free performance. Features: OEM Part. Dorman Vacuum Pump. Features: Matches
the fit and function of the original equipment pump to restore operation of vacuum-operated
functions Made of quality materials to ensure reliable performance and a long service life
Original Equipment Quality Try-on tested to ensure a quality fit. Hella Vacuum Pump. Vaico
Vacuum Pump. Original Equipment Vacuum Pump. Standard Motor Products Vacuum Pump.
Rein Vacuum Pump. Metrix Vacuum Pump. Metrix W Vacuum Pump. Product Remark: -Includes
Gasket. Pierburg 07K H. January 7th, Posted by Fast and accurate! October 3rd, Posted by
Don't pull your transmission!!!! Pierburg W September 14th, Posted by Jimmy Mac. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Engine Volkswagen Jetta. Catalog: A. Catalog: G. Catalog: S. Catalog: Q. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Body Engine Volkswagen Jetta. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Our kit includes all needed gaskets to rebuild
the 2. The dealership does not sell this kit as a spare part. They want you to replace the entire
pump! This seal has been specifically designed to hold up under the extreme conditions of your
engine. The RKX 2. The rear gasket is formed with a raised ridge that is designed to crush into
place as the pump is tightened down. This combined with its soft graphite coating forms a
reliable seal that is unmatched. Resealing your pump is cost effective and easy! Our kits
included everything needed to seal your pump and stop it from leaking oil. We do not include
unnecessary extra parts such as bolts to help keep our kits the best possible value! With over
20 styles of vacuum pump rebuild kits and growing, chances are we have one for your vehicle.
RKX is the leader in repair innovation. We are always actively developing new and exciting
products to help make car repair easier and more affordable. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 12 hrs and 6 mins Details.
In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. RKX 2. Add a gift receipt for easy returns.
Brand: RKX. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Buy the selected items
together This item: RKX 2. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by ZhuQue. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Vacuum Pump
Repair Re-seal kit,2. YYW 2. Next page. More items to explore. Mann Filter C 43 Air Filter. This
item RKX 2. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the brand.
Our story How we got our start? RKX was founded in the rocky mountains of Utah. With a love
for all things automotive we set out to create a company that could fill in the gaps in the auto
parts industry. What makes our product unique? When you receive an RKX product, you are

getting a premium product that has undergone thorough development and testing. RKX's parts
are produced in small batches where the emphasis is on quality not quantity. Why we love what
we do? Our drive and passion is creating new innovative products and repairs primarily for
European vehicles. We love finding expensive problems and coming up with new original and
affordable solutions. Product Description. Compatible with: 2. Customers who bought this item
also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase.
Volkswagen makes some great products but frequently curses them with ill-conceived
components. The vacuum pump is one of those parts. Designed with a mediocre seal that fails
the ethical thing to do would be to offer the parts to fix it separately. But noooo At last someone
has sourced the needed parts and put them in this wonderful and affordable kit. The big orange
seal that usually fails appears to be exactly like the OEM one. The metal gasket for the base is
likely genuine. An O-ring for the vacuum port is also included, something I haven't seen
addressed in many of the how-to videos. I think this is important as my port fitting was quite
loose when I removed the pump. The new O-ring tightens it up with zero slop. This little seal kit
is the solution to a truly annoying and unnecessarily expensive problem. There are many videos
online to assist you in removal of the pump; and yes, it can be done on an automatic without
pulling the transmission off the engine. The vendor also has a video online to assist you in
rebuilding your pump. I recommend putting the pump housing on and then installing the new
seal so you don't damage it. Great product! I've been around cars long enough to have worked
on a '63 Chevy II, so I'm not shy about repairs, but I thought this could expand into a project I
don't have time for. OK, let's give it a whirl ourselves I had to replace the 12v battery, so I did
pull the battery and battery tray, which made this a lot easier!. Breaking the vacuum pump cover
Torx screws' grip required me to twist the T25 screwdriver with Channellocks. I doubt I would
have had anywhere as easy access without pulling the battery and battery tray. Be sure to super
clean all surfaces before installing the new gasket. I did not see any heavy build up, but just like
an oil burner oil pump gasket, use a straight razor to remove heavy residue. The whole project
of pulling the battery and its tray, yanking off the engine cover and associated boots, removing
the vacuum pump cover, and restoring all took me maybe 90 minutes. I was taking notes as I did
that repair and was being very cautious, so in a pinch it could be done in less than an hour. The
gasket was a straight forward fit - don't fret that it's circular out of the box and the contour it
needs to fit in is not round. No leaks afterward. Aside: In my experience, most online repair
videos are pretty bad. For small engine repair, I've gravitated to Donyboy I did scope out a few
more videos from "Auto Repair Guys" and it's good, solid material. So if you have trepidations
about repair, check out one of their videos and Amazon order away! I rebuilt the pump with this
kit. Took me several hours but was not hard after watching u-tube how too. Dealer say auto
trans had to come out, this was not true. Now we will see if pump leaks again. Haven't had this
repair in long, but I will say I was impressed with the quality of this kit. Also the torque specs for
the cover was a great touch. Had to do this pump job on both my wife's 2. On her car we
replaced the pump, and on mine I chose to rebuild the pump. The labor was about equal asside
from a difference between working on stick transmission vs automatic. One suggestion
between my two jobs: if this is on a Golf or Jetta, consider lifting the car. I'm about 6' tall and
leaning over was a real back killer. I put my second car up on stands and the job was not only
faster, it was easier on the body! Smart fix for 2. Service from RKX was very good. Real people,
Real parts that fix real issues. I will update if this fails. Update: It works! Images in this review.
The 2. The best part of all , no more oil leakge. See all reviews. Pages with related products. Se
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